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PARTlTlONS OF SETS OF MATRICE:S 
The set of all 2 >c 2 matrices with elements from a given set SE is partitioned into a 
finite number of classes. The principal object of this paper is to estimate how small a 
matrix is guaranteed to contain an r x s submatrix al/l of whose 2 X 2 submatrices te- 
f~31g to one class only. This problem includes a number of particular situations that had 
p$eviousiy t considered in isoEation. One of the tools employed is a generalisatic n of 
the nation of partial order. 
I. Intraduction 
Recently Burkili and Mirsky I 21 di,scussed the size of monotonic 
submatrices of arbitrary reaf &&ices. The principal psobIem of this 
paper is of the same type. However, the matrices are no longer restrict- 
ed to be rcai and the property of monotonicity is replaced by a more 
general one. 
We consider mafriccs ~hosc elements are members of an arbitrary 
set S2 and suppose that the set 311 of all 2 X 2 matrices 
[Qll Ul2 
I CQ E QJ 
‘Q 
i 21 J Q22 
is partitioned into p sets 94, y ..+, s$, . A finite or infinite matrix (a,,) 
with elements in a is calfed perskstent if all 2 X 2 submatrices 
f (63 
: mlnl 
a 
i 
m in2 
i 
a a 1 
m2*1 m 2 n2 J 
come from the same dass; more particuIarJ,y , it is ;aid to be &-persis- 
tent if ail 2 X 2 submatrices are elements of 9Qi, 
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~nit~a~~y we make no further assumption about the sets 94iy but in Sec- 
tion 4 we consider dissections of 314 into what we callt ransitilfe (Aasses. 
ark for this section is laid in Sectbn 3 whcse WC introduce 
lizatian of the notion of partial order.. 
ail repeatedly use Ramsey’s theorem (see [6] ) for @rs and 
n by stating it in the two fomls that we require. 
ny set E, !et [El ’ denote the collection of ail subsell s of E of 
~~~~~~~ j?jrrn 0f Ksrn.ge*v ‘s theorem. Let X be an infinite Wt. If 
w 4.. w .$ is any pertition of [Xl * ) then there exists am 
set YofX&hthat [Y]* C, diforsomei(Z GiGp). 
Fhite form of Ramsey 3 theorem. Given the positive integers 
with the following property. I(f X 
ts a subset 
= gQ, U . . . U d, is any partition 
Y ofX such that IYI > I and 
th this property is denoted by RCp, P)., 
ction ??Z is partitiorled into a fixed number, p_ of sets. We 
- matrix contains a 2 X = penis&w tsub- 
[ii1 Every 2 X p(r) ntatrix copttains a 2 X t persistent st4brnidri.x. 
(i) Consider a 2 X = matrix. 
‘all* .-. 
1 . Q22 -**+ 
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is comqMely specified by the orckred pair (UO, n). Putting A’ == {1,2, . . . ) 
we partition [N] ’ into p sets QIG , . . . . 93,, where, when m < II, 
Then, by Rams&s theorem, there exists an infinite set M = 
1 q, n2. ..* __ 1 C N slJch chiat [Ml2 C’)9i for some iE (1, ~,...,JI). Hence 
- ti1 2 X 2 s&matrices of 
belong to OQ j.
(ii) Mow suppose 
Qll 312 . . . u 1 PW 
A =: 
i 1 
. 
a21 “22 l ** a2p(r) 
Then, as befor<, any 2 X 21 submatrix of A, say 
is completely specified by the ordered pair WI, al). Put 
(2) p= {1,2,...,p(r)) 
and partition [PI 2 into ~(3 sets 39,) . ..* CBp in such a way that, when 
m < n, 
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y the finite form af Ramsey’s theorem, there exists a se\! 
tt,] ~Psuchthat [Q]* C, fWiforsomeiE {~,L..JJ). 
al! 2 X 2 submatrices of 
naidcr the matrix 
yar* 411 2 . ..-+. 
% . 
&4-j: * ..*i, ; 
d . . f 
L I 
%(r)2 l ** 1 , 
are P+? 1 - l - f P(r) w9 -- 1 ) pairs of rows of.4. Thuas, applying 
U(i) ($“) times to pairs of rows of A, we obtain a pW X 00 
h the prO@iXl’y that every 2 X - submatrix of B is pervj;tent. 
* (where P is defined by (2)j into p set,: 
hen I < PZ, 
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if and only if 
ain I alnz 
1 . . . t 
! J a tnn I a ml2 *‘* iS 92 i-perSi5tent a 
By the finite form of Ram&s theorem, there exists a subset Q of P 
such that IQ1 =: P and fQj2 rE 9$ for sume i cz { 1,2, . . ..p ). In other 
words, A contains ;rn r X QG persistent submatrix: 
‘Theorem 2.2 possesses a finite analogue and to simplify the state- 
ment and proof of this result we adopt the following notation. Put 
r 
I atl 
A=l: 
i . 
arki 542 
. . . 
. . II 
There are (“; c ) pairs of rows of A and so, by applying Lemrhs 2.1 (ii) 
(‘;’ ) times,*we obtain an (P * I j X s submatrix 
f %?I l ** 
t . 
%J 
&zj. 
. 
i 
. I I 
! . 
Ulol 
of 11) with the property th,-lt {every 2 X s submatrix of B is persistent., 
Thus, by the finite form of Ramsey’s theorem, as in Theorem 2.2, 
A contains an r X $ persistent submatrix. 
In contrast to the previous results we c:in exhibit an infinite matrix 
vrhich possesses no infinite persistent submatrix. 
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l&t sz =: { 1, :Lt 2, f 3, . . . ) artd consider the matrix A = (amra ), with 
elcmcgots 1 n Sz, Refined by 
mrr (m a II) $ 
rl s mn 
-mt2 (m < n) . 
Part iticm Cthe 1 of ail 2 X 2 matrices with eiements in s1 into two sets 
5 d) sc;z ai folloWs: 
NOW t;cke any in:I”inite submatrix B = (amps) of A, whiert: ml < m2 *< . . . 
aMd?q 4-C “2 < ..* . There exists mi 3 n2 and so, if i > i, 
Simila~jrly B has a 2 X 2 submatrix in JA 2. 
It i!r wzll known that, if r, $ am positive integers, then a partially or- 
dered set of cardinal rs + 1 contains a. chain of cardinal r + J cw an anti- 
chain of cardinal s6 I or both. (See, for instance, Minsky [S f .) We now 
n(era8ise this res& e 
In the theorem below, the set E is equipped with partial orders 
<I 9 *rr,, Ca which are exclusive in thp sense th,at, if X, y are <,-corn- 
p~ab~~, then X, y are not <j-comparitble when j # i. 
f is by imduction on p. The case p = 1 is th;e result just 
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referred to. Let C) 2 2; assume that the theorem holds for p - 1 and let 
E be a set of cardinalrlr2 . . . rP+l + 1. Then either E has a <i-chain of 
cardinal I-~ + 1 ( 1 G i 6 p ^“- 1) or E has a subset F, say, of cardinal 
rP’prP+ I + f which is an antichain with respcc t to C f . . . . , $_ 1 . 
In the first case the proof is complete. In the second case we apply 
to F the theorem for p = 1. Thus, either F has a Cp-chain of cardinal 
q, + I or F has a subset of c;irdinal rp.+ 1 -t 1 which is an antichain with 
respect to CP. Since F is already an antichain with respect to 
<t 9 l *** <p_ 1 ) we have the desired al temative. 
We give an example to show that Theorem 3.1 is best possible in the 
sense that rf r2 . . . r,,+ 1 + 1 cannot be replaced by r!r2 . . . Q,+~. 
LetE= {1,2,...,qjX . ..X (!,2 ,_.., rp}.ThenIEt=rlr2 ..,, r,.We * 
now define p exclusive partial orders < s T . ..) Cp on E as foflows. 
Xfx =c,u*... 
x<t ,‘” 
,-Y&V = (q, . . . . y,li, we sa!f 
if and only if-x, <Y-~, 
x<,y if and only if.q =yltx2 < y2, 
A- Kp y if andonly if+ =yf ,*..,x~_~ =yP_I,~P <y,. 
The maxin~al possibk cardinal of a $-chain is ri ( 1 Q i G p) and E 
has no subset of cardinal 2 which is an antichain with respect to 
q CP. ? “‘9 
4. Transitive classes of pa2rs 
In this section we use Theorem 3.1 on multiple partial orders to ob- 
tain Ramsey type: results in which the partition of [SE] 2 is no longer 
arbitrary, but of a special type. 
Let Q be any set and suppose that the set H (z [a1 2 has associated 
with it a set 9.. of ordered pairs such that 
(i)if(x,y)O!,then (x,y)~d; 
(ii) if {x, y ) E ~4~ one and only one of (x, y), (v, X) is in 9f ; 
(iii) if (x, Y),, (u, z) E ‘c21, then (x, z) E % 
Under these circumstances we call d a transitive class (of pairs). 
Let PQ be a transitive class and let 91 be associated with 94 . Then we 
can define the relation < on 
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y d~la~itrg that x C y if and only if (x, ,JJ) E )II . It is clear that <. is a 
artiad order on A and thzrt (x, y > E SB i/f and only if x < y or y < x. 
Tonere exist (exclusive) partial or&s a< 1, . . . , Ca on St which 
ely and so, by Theootem 3.1, there exists 
1 such that either i E { 1, . . ..p} and F 
ichain, or i = p + t and F is an angichain with respect o 
[F]’ C di (iE (l,...,p)). In 4he second case take 
. Then x,): are not <i&xnpar;lbie for i = E, . . . . p, 
,p I). Hence Ix,v) E IOQP+t and so [IF] 2 
5. s&nce snd tmtsitivity 
LCI S2 and Wnr be as defined in Section 1. We betgin by defining the 
otion of transitivity for subsets of% _ 
e set d G W is edled a transitive class (of 2 x 2 matrices) if, 
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Let p be a fixed positive integer. If % is partitioned into p classes 
gQ, , . . . . sl$., , where at least 9Q, , . ..* gB, _ 1 are transitive, wc say thatcBn 
is ~~~sitivel_!~ partitimed. Under these circumstances Lemma 2.1 (i) 
and Corollary 4.2 can be combined to give a variant of Theorem 2.2. 
Tlwmm 5.1. When % is transitive]v paftitianed in to p classes, every 
(rP + 1) X - matrix cm tains aa (r + 1) X = persistent suhatrix. 
Proaf. Put rP + 1 = s and consider the matrix 
We see, as in the proof of Theorem 2 .2, that A contains ii submatrix 
Qln, 
a 
m2 
. . . 
. 
. I .. . J 
with the property that every 2 X - submatrix of B is persistent. 
IfS= .[1,2,..., s) and (3) is used to partition [S] 2 into p sets 
@Q s . ..* 38, z then it is easily checked that q t, . . . . Cl$,_ l are transitive 
classes of pairs. * Now, by Corollary 4.2, there exists a subset r of S 
such that iTt= P + It &d [ 7’1 2 C qi for some i E (1, . . ..p) b In othler 
words, A contains an fr + 1) ‘>r: QD pervistent submatrix. 
We now supplement Lemma 2.1 (ii) by the following result. 
Lemma 5.2. When W is tmnsitivdy partitioned in to p dasses, every 
2 X @P + 1) mat&x cm tains a 2 X (r + 1) persistent subma trix. 
Proof. The argument is the same as for Lemma 2.l(ii) except hat ‘we 
appeal to Corokuy 4.2 instead of the finite form of Ramsey’s theorem 
* Here we only use the ‘*vertical” tramitivity of the d i; 
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in the next thkmrem, for notational simq.d~city, we use the weaker form 
roky 4.2 to the effect that, if [S2] ’ is partitioned into 
s?~__ f ase tran~sitive, then every set E C St 
bset F with IFJ = I such ihat [E]I * 2 di fur 
tement aknd proof of the next result, WC pr?t 
#” =I”*n (n =: 1, 2,, ...) . 
of’A atnd so, by applying the weaker fo:-m 
’ ) times we obtain an (r 0 I) X s submatrix B Yaf A 
rty that e&y 2 X J’ submatrix of B is persistent. The ’ 
w completed as in the proof of Thcsrem 5.1. 
krt f f ,4f 1 thaIit I.-@) satisfies the inequalities 
n the finite form of Rilmst-:y’s theorem 
estimates illustrate the difference beitweem The- 
e the order of the matrix quzganteed to 
trtix in the cases of arbitrary and tran- 
respectively, The difference is even more st.riking 
es are’finite, as i:n ‘I’heorems 2.3 and 5.3. Thus the right- 
and Theorem 2.3 f;how that an J= X 
fmm a f X P mkltrix, 
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p+ l)r 
f :z @ + #PI)* with p”’ 
( ) 2 
exp0nen tiations. 
The lower bound of&) given in (4) demonstrates that the method of 
Theorem 2.3 czannot yield a better estimate for the order of the [square) 
parent matrix than 
with ( Ieq’\+ *) exponentiations v 
On the other hand, when CR is transitively partitioned irito p Glasses, 
Theorem 5.3 immediately shows that a square matrix of order 
has an P X r persistent submatrix. In this case the relation between the 
orders of a matrix and its persistent submatrices is more conveniently 
exhibited in the form used in [2,33. We define n(rr) as the largest in- 
teger with the property that every PI X n matrix possesses a n(n’F X n(n) 
persistent submatrix. Then, given E > 0, 
7IQz) 2 
- ( 2-e: --log, Iz 1 1 f2P log p 
for all sufficiently large n (where logk n denotes the kth repeated 
logarithm of 18). 
To prove this, let 
Then 
log* f2, = !J rP(P - 1)logp + Jog2 y 
<~r2Plogp+Iog2r 
and so 
nd, when r is kwge ensugh, 
hrst n an integer and define r by the relation 
Then, by Theorem 5.3, every IY, X n, matrix has an c X r persisknt s-tib- 
matrix so that, for d1 sufficientfy large n, 
the wt 02‘ real numbem. We partition 3n into the two cf~s- 
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I all 52 
Ii 
4 ifall +a22 -at2 --421 i3 0, 
I 
E 
a;2 ’ “22; pQ2 ifal, fa22 -at2 -a2, C 0 l 
(Cf. the example in Section 2.) A matrix which is persistent with respect 
to this partition will be called LS-pwsistmt, since the corresponding 
property for real-valued functions on the plane is required in the defi- 
nition of Lebesgue-Stieltjes measures. As in the case of the continuous 
anal+sue, there is no connection between LS-persistence and monoton- 
icity. Thus, if 
A is LS-persistent but not monotonic, while B is not, LS-persistent but 
has all its rows and columns increasing. 
It is clear that BQ, and SA, are transitive. Hence (S), withp = 2, 
gives an estimate for the size of LSlpersistent submatriees. 
Again taking s1. to be the set of real numbers, we partition 7oT into 
the transitive classes .aQ, , . . . . ~4, defined as falllows: 
By Theorem 5.3, every (r 0 1) X (s 0 fiL)) matrix contains an r X s 
persistent submatrix 4. The first r - 1 rows and s - 1 columns of A 
form a consistently monotonic (r’- 1) X (s - 1) matrix, i.e., one in 
which all rows are monotonic in <the same sense and all columns are 
monotonic in the same sense. The estimate (S), with p = 4, applies. 
The question af monotonic submatrices has pr?:viously been consider- 
ed in [ 21, where a better estimate was obtained by means of :I meth- 
od specially devised for the problem under consideration. 
ve ptrtition of CM * .md (51, with p = 2, is applicabk. 
t of aJI rural numbers we first appeal tlo the foi- 
rtkutar case of [ 3, Theorem 2) : if the element% ofan IZ x n 
ake n& more than three different values, and if IZ is farge 
n A hitlis an nt x m hogmogeneous submatrix (Le., one whose 
il eqtcal), where 
real H x N matrix has a square submatrix whose order 
elements are all positive or all negative or alf 
case iall 2 ic 2 submatrices automatkally have zero de- 
e first Lwo cases we ean use (i) to extract an I X I ma- 
2 x 2 submatrkes have a non-nepltire or negative 
jnant. follows; from (5) and (8) that 
ote that the problem of homogeneous: matrices 
the methods of this paper. Let SI = ( 1, . . . . p } . 
t 
Qf 
I :aiy =a12 =i 
“22) 
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Then Ml, ..=, P$,> s$+~ ) is a partition of 311 in which SQ I , . . . . d, are 
transitive. Theorem 5.3 shows that, for large enough tl, u, every II X o 
matrix contains a persistent P X s submatrix A. Ifs > I), A cannot be 
dfa+ t-persistent. For then the first row of A must have two indenticai 
elements, say a t ,ti and a 1 n MI < rrS, and the matrix 
belongs to one of the classes SQ 1, .,., dp. Hence, when s > p, A must 
be _di-persistent, where 1 G i G p. The matrix B formed from the first 
r +- 1 rows of A is then homogeneous and of order (r -- I ) X s. Of course 
the estimatre for zc and u obtained from Theorem 5.3 is VCF~ much ‘larger 
thar; that given in [3, Theorem 21 which is entirely devoted to this re- 
skltt, 
In a later paper 1 shall consider partitions of sets of k X k matrices, 
where k > 2. 
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